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Republican Democracy and Confidence in Latin America: The Hope That Never Comes, Not Enough

Isabel Wences y Cecilia Güemes

Abstract. At a time of political disenchantment, can policies of open government, transparency and participation be used to combat social and institutional distrust in Latin America? To answer that, this paper reviews trust literature in order to outline the concept, demonstrate its importance to democracy and discuss ways of bringing it about. Second, it describes the most popular international initiatives to rebuild trust. Third, it tries to provide a normative framework for the implementation of measures while also addressing the challenges to our democracies by reclaiming the principles of democratic republicanism. We conclude with a word of caution towards the expectations that such projects generate.

Key words. Democracy, republicanism, trust, Latin America.

The Exigent Democracy. Pierre Rosanvallon’s Theory of Democracy

Rocío Annunziata

Abstract. This paper aims to explore what we could conceive as Pierre Rosanvallon’s theory of democracy, based on his most recent trilogy. We claim that his is a theory of the exigent democracy, which turns disenchantment in to a motor of transformation and redefinition. According to Rosanvallon, democracy is a political regime, is a way of government, is the citizen activity and is a form of society; and it is plural in each one of these dimensions. After reviewing the emergence of counter-democracy powers, the new figures of legitimacy and the need for reformulation of a society of equals, we address the risks of “the impolitic” and we argue why his perspective presents a theory of the exigent democracy.

Key words. Democracy, counter-democracy, legitimacy, equality, Pierre Rosanvallon.
DEMOCRACY AND FACTUAL DISAGREEMENTS: TO PROCESS OR TO REMOVE? AN APPROACH FROM THE INDEC EVENT

Andamios

AbstrAct. The facts and the factual disagreements play an important role in democracy. I discuss the situation in which democracy works manipulating facts. Later, I describe how this situation brings about a transformation in the ability to submit and process the factual disagreements.

Key words. Democracy, facts, factual disagreement, institutions, INDEC, Argentina.

BASIS FOR A PROGRAM OF EDUCATION OF THE EMOTIONS

Helena Modzelewski

AbstrAct. Contemporary research in psychology and neuroscience recognize the weight of emotions in the pursuit of our goals, in the development of our arguments and the quality of our social relationships. Philosophy and science no longer see reason as opposed to emotions; cooperation of emotions with cognition improves our practical rationality. Thus, the interest in the search for tools to educate our emotions becomes evident.

Based on psychological, neurological and philosophical research on emotions, this article presents, from the perspective of philosophy of education, certain crucial elements that allow for the implementation of emotional education: self-conscious reflection, narrative, and the methodology of community of enquiry, which includes the former elements.

Key words. Emotional education, emotions, self-conscious reflection, narrative, community of inquiry.
IDENTITIES AND RE-MEANINGS OF UNION SUBJECT. TEN STRAIN’S NUCLEI OF TRADE UNIONISM IN CHILE

Dasten Alfonso Julián Vejar

ABSTRACT. The problem of supporting a sustainable cooperation model in the Chilean trade unionism, make us question by a number of phenomena that shape the constitution of subjectivities and identities within the union movement. In the following article we analyze a series of tension knots that cross the constitution of unionism, and perspectives that converge in his bosom. This article focuses on the Action Research methodology for union reactivation.

Key words. Unions, labor relations, identity, union reactivation.

THINKING ABOUT SEX WORK FROM A PROTAGONIST. A VIEW OVER INTIMACIES OF A BAR IN SOUTHERN VERACRUZ

Ángel Christian Luna Alfaro

ABSTRACT. In this article, I hope to begin the lecture on the topics mentioned in the title of it, using as a starting point, some fragments of the life history of a subject of study and ethnographic data from that process. In this research observe a gender approach, daring to suggest a look at what “intimate” and the conversation analysis, that would allow me to examine the ways in which my subject of study, using their culture to be built as a woman and sex worker.

Key words. Sex work, gender, intimacy, anthropology.
CONCEPTION OF RURAL EXTENSION IN 10 LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES

Fernando Landini

Abstract. There are different models to conceive rural extension. In order to describe the conceptions of rural extension supported by rural extensionists working in ten different Latin American countries, a survey was conducted. The sample was non-probabilistic, incidental (n=589). The conception of rural extension of the surveyed extensionists is mainly supported in the transfer of technology model, with important differences among the different samples. The Uruguayan sample features a dialogical model. In no sample appeared ideas related to local/territorial development or to innovation systems approach. Actions towards consciously and critically choosing the extension model to be implemented are recommended.

Key words. Rural extension, rural development, Latin America, transfer of technology model, dialogical model.

SPORT, PHYSICAL CULTURE, SPACES AND IDENTITIES. THE SWISS SHOT ROSARIO (1889-1924)

Diego P. Roldán y Sebastián Godoy

Abstract. This article studies changes in cultural schemes, the redefinition of national identities and the patterns of physical culture in shooting practice in the Rosario Club Tiro Suizo between 1889 and 1924. The context of formation and objectives of the club, the repercussions of the sanction of obligatory military service and the creation of General Direction of Shooting and the activities of the National Contest Centennial of Independence (1916) will be analyzed. The repercussions that the “Semana Trágica” of 1919 had within the club had will be reconstructed, and the reappropriation of shooting practice in a sporty key in the 1920s.

Key words. Shooting, physical culture, national identities, sport.
CASABLANCA DREAM. WEAVING PEACE TO GLOBALIZATION

Fatema Mernissi

ABSTRACT. In the present article, Fatema Mernissi reflects on globalisation, specifically on the historically troubled relationship between the muslim world and west. To do so, she analyzes elements such as flight, migration, the night and the moon, searching in these (other) spaces the possible grounds of secular western world’s fear of Islam.

KEY WORDS. Globalization, western world, islam, dream, flight.